Best Characteristics & Features of
Guard Dogs other than Providing
Security

Dogs have always been friends of humans. Because of how loyal dogs are to their owner they have always
been a perfect candidate for the security of property and life. The common term for a dog that protects your
house or any other property is guard dogs. Guard dogs go under special training for them to be able to
perform this task with accuracy and proper procedure to protect their owners and their own life. There are
many breeds of dogs and every one of them have their benefits and advantages but physically large dogs
with big teeth, powerful legs, and fearsome jaws are the preferred type for security.Several social event
dont know can dogs eat almonds or not yet they heading others.

Some of the best guard dogs are
1)

Akita: Big and strong for security, cuddly and playful as a pet.

2)

Bullmastiff: very big, muscular, strong, and scary for someone trying to intrude.

3)

Catahoula Leopard Dog: matures up the quick, strong leg for good speed and scary look for intruders.

4)
Doberman Pinscher: Slim, Tall, very fast, and has a great sense of hearing. Outrunning or bypassing
this dog is almost impossible.
5)
German Shepherd: commonly known as a jack of all trades, this breed is strong, attentive, fast
learning, and great as a pet. Your vet can direct you about can dogs eat clementines.
But one should not only own a guard dog if he needs security, guard dogs due to their training are enhanced
version of common dogs, some of the features that a guard dog possesses except for security are:

1)
Intelligence: Dogs are intelligent, but guard dogs go through special training that teaches them how
to differentiate between owner and intruder. They are taught to have a sense of foul play and they are

intelligent enough to give their owner's security a priority. This makes them more intelligent than a normal
pet dog who knows the owner and day-to-day activity of when to go on a walk and when to eat.
2)
Trainable: Dogs compared to other domestic animals are more trainable, but normal dogs are not
always looking for an opportunity to learn, whereas Guard dogs are always ready to learn new things. Guard
dog’s trainability makes it easier to get an ESA Letter for them.
3)
Loyalty: Dogs are known for their loyalty, but there is a difference between being loyal enough to
return to home and standing against a criminal for your owner. The guard dogs are trained to be loyal, so
that they may not befriend any person who gives them a treat, guard dogs take more than usual to befriend
a person but once they befriend the person, these guard dogs become so loyal to die for them.
4)
Fearlessness: a characteristic found in few breeds but all the Guard dogs. Because of the duty guard
dogs have to perform, they are trained to be fearless. In the house or on in your car or while walking
outside, it is always great to have a companion that is not afraid of dangerous situations. Not only does it
make you feel safer, but it also encourages you to enjoy your moment more because someone is on the
lookout for you all the time.
5)
Attentiveness: Guard dogs are very attentive; they are not only always looking for an intruder but this
attentiveness also is helpful when you need them. They are almost always one call away, you just have to
call for them to come to you, this is a reason they can be a very good emotional support animal, always
there to support you when you need them.
6)
Behavior: dogs are notoriously mischievous, if not trained well, it can be difficult to take them out for
a walk or in public places, but guard dogs know how to behave among humans, because of their obedience
and attentiveness, this is another reason that makes it easier to get an emotional support dog letter for
guard dogs.

Useful Resources:

Is there any possibility that an ESA Letter would be Denied by a Landlord | 2021 Guide
Useful Guide to take care of an ESA Dog in Summers | 2021
Steps to Figure Out Scam, Fraudulent or Fake ESA Websites | 2021 Guide
Useful Guide Licensed Professionals Must Consider for ESA Letter | 2021
ESA Letter For Housing – 2021
Confirm that your pet’s carrier meets airline guidelines.

